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The first single release from the forthcoming
album harvest Gold
Strange Girl is the first single release from the
wonderful forthcoming album Harvest Gold by
the sensational singer/songwriter Andrea
Black.
Strange Girl comes from a tradition of great
Pop songs. It has a haunting acoustic
introduction and a surreal ambience
throughout the track.
Andrea delivers the song superbly on vocals and
acoustic guitar and fellow musician Paul Hirsh
on all additional instruments.
Strange Girl reads like a poem…a journey
through life’s mystical and magical pathway. It
entwines, all that went before us with all that
comes after us, with hope for tomorrow always
at our doorstep.
Strange Girl tries to embody a sense of mocking
humour, with a tongue in cheek playfulness that
can’t help leaving you with the feeling wanting
more…and surely you may from reaping and
engaging with the other 9 songs on this eclectic,
greatly entertaining and stimulating, thought
Track
Strange Girl

provoking album released in our Corona Times
which Harvest Gold will provide after the
release date on 26th March.
Harvest Gold, the new album by Andrea Black
clearly defines her as an extraordinary
performer/singer/songwriter.
It is about “harvesting” a diverse selection of
songs and stringing them together in a unique
way giving the listener an “experience to uplift
the senses”.
This wonderful collection of 10 of the finest
songs from Andrea's pen is set to place Andrea
back at the top of the singer / songwriter genre.
Touching lyrics and meaningful melodies with
bring you back to the golden age of British pop
Mentored by the late Blues Legend, John Lee
Hooker, and Benny Gallagher of Gallagher &
Lyle Andrea has worked with industry
renowned artists like Narada Michael Walden
to appearing on stage in Frankfurt with
Skatman John to an audience of 350,000
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